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As the case for the “lab leak” theory for the source of the coronavirus outbreak slowly builds, Sen. Tom Cotton (R-Ark.), among the first voices to raise the issue, called again Monday for an ...
‘The Lab-Leak Hypothesis Was Always Reasonable,’ Says Cotton; Calls For ‘Full, Impartial’ Probe
One of the city’s star officers has cost taxpayers more than two and a half million dollars in police-misconduct settlements.
The High Price of a New York City Cop
Therefore, it is likely you are working in a dental setting alongside someone with dyslexia or you may indeed be dyslexic. Dyslexia affects people across various intellectual abilities and primarily ...
Dyslexia and dentistry
Now that the Assessed Grade and written Leaving Cert examination process is upon us, it is now time to review your course choices - and get them right. Here’s some advice on how to handle the Central ...
Thinking of changing your course selection?
Despite all assertions that the site isn’t powered by its sexual content, the platform is synonymous with porn. What is it really?
OnlyFans Isn’t Just Porn ;)
In the past decade, cyber threats to companies and governments have dramatically increased. Digital attacks, such as ransomware and data exfiltration, have become more sophisticated with each passing ...
Understanding the Fundamentals of Cybersecurity Frameworks
Charles Sennott, a UMass graduate ... last month he sent 90 more. The papers came largely unorganized, and UMass archivist Jeremy Smith has spent the past year-and-a-half making steady progress ...
How famed whistleblower Daniel Ellsberg, a UMass professor and a journalist created a class unlike any other
Although it has been more than 18 months since Iraq's October 2019 protests, many of the big questions raised remain unanswered, most of which revolve around the sustainability of the post-2003 ...
Once again, Iraq is at a crossroads
Two investigations into four allegations of sexual misconduct against University of Michigan computer science professor Walter Lasecki began in November 2019 ...
Daily investigation finds divergence in U-M, outside organization’s handling of allegations against CSE professor
Tom Crist, professor and chair of biology, and James Kiper, professor of computer science and software engineering, have been honored with the 2021 Benjamin Harrison Medallion. Named for America’s ...
Tom Crist and James Kiper awarded Miami University's Benjamin Harrison Medallion
She and her family contracted the coronavirus, and she spent the early days of the school year taking care of everyone.Credit...Kholood Eid for The New York Times Supported by By Susan Dominus To hear ...
‘I Feel Like I’m Just Drowning’: Sophomore Year in a Pandemic
The wild California condor population dropped to 22 before rescue and captive breeding allowed reintroduction into the wild. A new assembly of the complete genome of the bird reveals some inbreeding ...
High genomic diversity is good news for California condor
Mohammad Hosseini, recent Ph.D. graduate ... reading their papers, and examining how many times early-career researchers are co-authors. It can also be useful to speak to past or present group ...
How to navigate authorship of scientific manuscripts
Worse still, some international graduates have had their immigration applications expedited precisely because, as doctors, they qualify for Canadian immigration streams designed for skilled ...
Even During a Pandemic, Immigrant Doctors Struggle to Find Work
Australia’s international rankings in science, maths and reading have dropped, but while politicians claim to be funding education adequately, critics point out that the money is being directed to all ...
Australia’s falling student rankings
He was a self-described lab guy until “I realized we already have most of the technologies we need to begin tackling the climate crisis, and what we truly lack is political will.” ...
From scientist to climate activist: Interview with Geoffrey Supran
ATLANTIC CITY - The Arc of Atlantic County will host Celebrate 60 from 6 to 9:30 p.m. June 10, outside, on The Deck at the Golden Nugget Casino, Hotel and Marina. Celebrate 60 is the opportunity to ...
Atlantic County: Blueberry fest, Bob Dylan, Cannabis 101, The Arc's Celebrate 60
A group of young Russian and American nuclear professionals surveys the key differences between the Russian and US nuclear waste disposal strategies, identifying specific areas in which collaboration ...
Opportunities for US-Russian collaboration on the safe disposal of nuclear waste
Favorite' whiskies GATLINBURG, Tenn. – (May 18, 2021) – Ole Smoky Distillery, one of the nation’s fastest growing spirits companies, now has five of their innovative whiskey offerings ...
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